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“In Ophthalmology, one who relies on Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) alone is little wise, one who relies on OCT and Fluorescein angiography is wiser, and one who relies on OCT, angiography and clinical examination is the wisest.”

1. Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) was first reported in 1991 as a non-invasive ocular imaging technology (Huang et al., 1991; Hrynchak & Simpson, 2007). It generates a false-color representation of the tissue structures, based on the intensity of the returned light. Over years, the clinical applications of OCT have improved dramatically in precision and specificity. It has been compared to an in vivo optical biopsy. As the resolution of OCT has been getting more and more refined, the identification, detection, localization and quantification of the tissues has accordingly, become more superior and reliable (Ryan SJ, 2006). There are several non-ophthalmic applications of OCT as well, but this chapter shall focus on its clinical applications in ocular diseases alone (Aguirre et al., 2003; Fujimoto, 2003).

2. Basic applications of optical coherence tomography in eye disorders:

Before we proceed with the clinical part of this chapter, let us have the basic information about the OCT scan and the tissues, which would permit comprehensive interpretation of the text and the abnormal images from pathologic tissues. Different models of OCT machines are in use ranging from Stratus (resolution 10 microns) to Cirrus-HD (resolution 5 microns) to ultrahigh-resolution models (resolution 2-3 microns, Drexler et al., 1999, 2001). To refresh our knowledge, we mention about the normal values first; these values help to interpret OCT scans in a better way:

- Distance between vitreoretinal interface and anterior surface of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE): 200 - 275 microns.
- Mean thickness in the foveal region: 170 – 190 microns.
- Mean thickness in peripheral retina: 220 – 280 microns.
- Mean thickness of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL): 270 microns (1000 microns from fovea where nerve fibers form a slight arcuate thickening).
- Normal retinal volume: 6-7 cubic mm.
The OCT scan printouts bear pseudocolor imaging and retinal mapping is based on different color codes (white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and black in order), White being the thickest scanned retina (>470 microns) and black the thinnest scanned retina (<150 microns) [Hee et al., 2004]. However, such color imaging or color maps may vary for different models of OCT equipment. The macular thickness stock and color code distribution depicted here is for Cirrus 3D HD-OCT (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. OCT macular thickness stock printout.
Section 1: Patient related data, examination date, list and signal strength. It is ideal to have minimum signal strength of 5. If it is less, look for media opacities, dry cornea or a very small pupil.

Section 2: Indicates whether the scan is related to macula with its pixel strength (as in this picture) or optic disc cube (see figures 30, 31). (It also displays the laterality of the eye: OD (right eye), OS (left eye).

Section 3: Fundus image with scan cube overlay. 3A: Color code for thickness overlays.

Section 4: OCT fundus image in grey shade. It shows the surface of the area over which the measurements were made.

Section 5: The circular map shows overall average thickness in nine sectors. It has three concentric circles representing diameters of 1 mm, 3 mm and 6 mm, and except for the central circle, is divided into superior, nasal, inferior and temporal quadrants. The central circle has a radius of 500 micrometers.

Section 6: Slice through cube front. Temporal – nasal (left to right).

Section 7: Slice through cube side. Inferior – superior (left to right).

Section 8: Thickness between Internal limiting membrane (ILM) to retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) thickness map. 8A: Anterior layer (ILM). 8B: Posterior layer (RPE). All these are 3-D surface maps.

Section 9: Normative database uses color code to indicate normal distribution percentiles.

Section 10: Numerical average thickness and volume measurements. The central subfield thickness refers to the central circle of the circular map (section 5). The total volume and average thickness refer to the ILM-RPE tissue layer over the entire 6 x 6 mm square scanned area.

Red and white - High reflectivity (long white arrow); black and blue – low reflectivity (yellow arrow); green - intermediate reflectivity (small white arrow). Normal retinal structures are labeled as: red for RNFL and junction of inner and outer segments of photoreceptors (PR); green for plexiform layers, and blue/black for nuclear layers. Both PR junctions and RPE are represented by red lines, former is thinner, later is thicker. An OCT scan should be read from left to right which ensures reading from temporal field to the nasal field for right eye and nasal to temporal in the left eye. It is not possible to identify the laterality of the eye from the macular scans. This should always be checked with fundus video image of the scan.

Light rays from OCT can remarkably penetrate ocular media opacities like mild cataract, mild posterior capsular opacification, mild vitreous hemorrhage, asteroid hyalosis and mild vitritis. In such cases, OCT can give gross macular details, though, a bit compromised in quality. One can go through beautiful OCT text and atlas for images with elaborate description in recommended books (Schuman et al., 2004).

The images in this chapter are from Cirrus 3D HD-OCT (except figure 17) which provides in-vivo viewing, axial cross-sectional 3-D images and measurement of posterior ocular structures. Cirrus HD has incorporated >20% Asian individuals in its normative data base (unlike stratus OCT which has only 3%). This is important as differences in RNFL thickness have been reported between various races (Poinooswamy et al., 1997).
2.1 A word to the OCT technicians

- Miotic pupil, though not a deterrent to macular imaging, induces pupillary block of the incident light and hence affects two ends of the scan (Fujimoto et al., 2004). Mydriasis permits artifact free and a happy OCT procedure. A 3mm pupil would leave both you and your patient smiling.
- Wheel less chair adds to the stability of the patient.
- Encourage patient to blink frequently during the procedure. Wet the cornea if required.
- Instruct the patient to look at the center of the green target, not at the moving red light of the scanning beam.
- Attempt to start with fast, low resolution, and then switch to high resolution scans quickly through areas of interest.
- Remind the ophthalmologist to have prior digital fundus photos and fluorescein angiography (FA) images for correlation with OCT scans later on.
- It is possible to image retina in a silicone oil filled eye, however, in gas filled eyes, it is possible to scan only after gas bubble has receded to 45% of the fill, when inferior meniscus has reached above the foveal level (Jumper et al., 2000; Sato et al., 2003).
- Ensure that the signal strength is five and above.

Optical coherence tomography provides both qualitative (morphology and reflectivity) and quantitative (thickness, mapping and volume) analyses of the examined tissues in-situ and in real time. The indications of OCT include posterior segment lesions like detection of fluid within the retinal layers or under the retina which may not be visible clinically (Kang et al., 2004; Margherio et al., 1989; McDonald et al., 1994; Smiddy et al., 1988), macular holes (Hikichi et al., 1995; Mavrofrides et al., 2005; Wilkins et al., 1996), pseudoholes (Hikichi et al., 1995), epiretinal membranes (ERMs) [Hikichi et al., 1995; Mori et al., 2004], vitreo-macular traction (VMT) [Kang et al., 2004; McDonald et al., 1994], retinoschisis (Eriksson et al., 2004), retinal detachment (Ip et al., 1999), diabetic retinopathy (DR) [Cruz-Villegas et al., 2004; Hee et al., 1998; Schaudig et al., 2000], age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) [Mavrofrides et al. 2004], retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (RNFLT), optic disc parameters, and assessment and analysis of anterior segment structures like anterior chamber area, volume and iris thickness. OCT cannot be and should not be interpreted independently vis-à-vis any ocular disease. Also, it should never be taken as the only criteria for the diagnosis or treatment of any ocular disease. The ophthalmologist must have other information available such as valid perspectives of patient’s systemic and ocular disease, fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green angiography (ICGA), biomicroscopy, and above all, the relevant history of the disease process. For anterior segment surgeons, especially those involved in phacoemulsification, preoperative assessment of retinal integrity with OCT may be assuring to explain about conditions like ARMD, VMT, macular holes, and ERMs, in case patient’s vision does not improve after uneventful cataract surgery. Changes in the reflectivity of tissue are important elements of OCT analysis. When pathology is present, this reflectivity may be increased (hyperreflectivity) or decreased (hyporeflectivity), or a shadow zone may be observed on the scan. The strength of the signal reflected by a specific tissue depends on properties like tissue reflectivity, the amount of light absorbed by the overlying tissues, and the amount of reflected light that reaches the sensor after it has been further attenuated by the interposed tissue. So when the strength of the reflected signal is strong, the scanned tissue has high reflectivity and vice-versa. The shadow effect represents an area of dense, highly refractile tissue that produces a screening effect, which
may be complete or incomplete, thereby casting a shadow on an OCT scan that hides the elements behind it. The retinal structures can be hidden at various levels in the preretinal, intraretinal, and/or subretinal regions. Tables 1 and 2 give an elaborate description for these.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperreflective scans</th>
<th>Hyporeflective scans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drusen</td>
<td>Retinal atrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMD</td>
<td>Intraretinal/subretinal fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNVM lesions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNFL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE-choriocapillaries complex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior face of hemorrhage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciform scars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Exudates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epiretinal membrane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Reflectivity (signal strength) of OCT scans. (ARMD-age related macular degeneration; CNVM-choroidal neovascular membrane; RNFL-retinal nerve fiber layer; ILM-internal limiting membrane; RPE-retinal pigment epithelium; PED-pigment epithelial detachment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes shadows (cone effect):</th>
<th>No shadows.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Superficial layers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal retinal blood vessels</td>
<td>Serous collections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense collection of blood</td>
<td>Scanty hemorrhage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton wool exudates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deep layers</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard exudates (lipoproteins)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE hyperplasia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraocular foreign body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense pigmented scars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choroidal nevi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick subretinal neovascular membranes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Shadow effects in Optical coherence tomography. (RPE-retinal pigment epithelium).

Vertical structures like PRs are less reflective than horizontal structures like RNFL or RPE layer. Other axially aligned cellular structures which show low tissue signals or reflectivity (represented by blue, green, yellow colors on OCT scans and printouts) are inner nuclear layer, outer nuclear layer and ganglion cell layers. This is due to reduced back-scattering and reduced back-reflection.

Normal ocular tissues which show high reflectivity are:

- Retinal nerve fiber layer.
- Internal limiting membrane.
- Junction between inner and outer segments of PRs, probably due to densely stacked disc membranes in outer segments (Hoang et al., 2002).
- Retinal pigment epithelium-Bruch’s membrane-choriocapillaries complex.
High reflectivity is a feature of reduced retinal thickness (as in retinal atrophy) and pigmentation of the scar tissue, example, a disciform scar. Lesions showing high reflectivity may be superficial, intraretinal or deep retinal.

2.2 Superficial lesions
- Epiretinal and vitreal membranes (Figure 2).
- Exudates and hemorrhages which produce an underlying shadow effect, if dense (Figure 3).
- Cotton wool spots which are exudates at the margin of recent ischemic areas (Figure 4).

2.3 Intraretinal lesions
- Hemorrhages. OCT should be set to a maximum resolution to elicit good scans (Figure 5).
- Hard exudates: these are lipoproteins located at the margin between healthy and edematous retina (Figure 6).
- Retinal fibrosis and disciform degenerative scars (Figure 7).

2.4 Deep lesions
- Drusen (Figure 8).
- Retinal pigment epithelial hyperplasia (Figure 9).
- Intraretinal and subretinal neovascular membranes (Figure 10)
- Scarring following choroiditis, trauma or laser treatment (Figure 11).
- Hyperpigmented choroidal nevi.

2.5 Lesions causing hypo or low reflectivity
- Atrophic RPE (loss of pigment).
- Cystic or pseudocystic areas containing serous fluid (Figure 12).
- Cystoid edema, serous neural retinal detachment (Figure 13) and RPE detachment. Such lesions appear as black, optically empty spaces.

Fig. 2. Epiretinal membrane and cystoid macular edema in a patient with retinitis pigmentosa (Usher’s syndrome). OCT in both eyes clearly defines hyperreflective epiretinal membranes (white arrows) which are attached to the internal limiting membranes (hyperreflective signal associated with white arrows). There is associated cystoid macular edema (yellow arrows).
Fig. 3 Nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy. Fundus photo shows hard exudates in macular area in both eyes. 3A: OCT image of right eye: shows retinal edema (asterisk) and hard exudates in deeper retinal layers (white arrows). Note that what appears to be a missing chunk of RPE (arrowhead) is in fact shadow cast by overlying hard exudates (white arrow). 3B: OCT image of left eye showing multiple highly refractile intraretinal hard exudates (white arrows) and intraretinal edema as dark spaces (asterisks).

Fig. 4. Cotton wool exudates in a female diabetic patient. Fundus photo of right eye shows multiple yellowish-white soft cotton wool exudates (white arrow). 4A: OCT image has a hyperreflective signal from the exudate located nasal to the macula (white arrow).

Fig. 5. Superior hemi-central venous occlusion (OD) in a 56 year old female. Fundus photo shows classical superficial and deep retinal hemorrhages. 5A: OCT image shows hyperreflective superficial hemorrhage (white arrow) and a large cystic swelling of the retina. 5B: OCT image of the same eye, six weeks after two intravitreal injections of bevacizumab shows completely resolved edema with residual subfoveal scarring (white arrow head). The hyperreflective signals (white arrows) from hemorrhages are still persisting.
Fig. 6. Macular OCT scan of a female with diabetic retinopathy. The image (vertical scan) shows presence of hyperreflective hard exudates (white arrows) in deeper layers of retina casting underlying shadows (yellow arrows).

Fig. 7. Horizontal (H) and vertical (V) OCT scans showing hyperreflective subretinal scarring (Arrows) sequel to age related macular degeneration. Note the marked distortion of the macular surface.

Fig. 8. Drusen. OCT image reveals hyperreflective signals from drusen under the RPE (white arrows). Note irregularity of the RPE contour in OCT (between arrowheads).

Fig. 9. Retinal pigment epithelial hyperplasia with hyperreflective signal (white arrow) in a case of ARMD.
Fig. 10. Retinal vascular membranes (CNVM) with vitreo-macular traction and retinoschisis: OCT image of right eye (OD) shows residual CNVM (between arrowheads). There is VMT (white arrows) and retino-macular schisis (yellow arrows). Left eye (OS) OCT image depicts scarred CNVM (along line). There is VMT (white arrows) and retino-macular schisis (yellow arrows).

Fig. 11. Post-inflammatory CNVM (multifocal choroiditis) in right eye. Color fundus photo show subretinal exudates predominantly in macular area (small arrow), subfoveal grayish membrane (long arrow), and multiple hyperpigmented chorioretinal scars sequel to old inflammation. OCT shows hyperreflective CNVM scar (long white arrow) after PDT and four injections of ranibizumab. Note associated cystoid retinal fluid with septa (small white arrows), and a shallow neurosensory detachment (yellow arrows).

Fig. 12. OCT image showing a large cystic elevation of retina (asterisk). 12A: multiple intraretinal cystoid spaces (straight lines) with altered contour of the hyperreflective thickened retinal pigment epithelium (between arrows).
Fig. 13. Diabetic retinopathy in a 31 year old type 1 diabetes patient. Color fundus photo of left eye shows hemorrhages, exudates and retinal edema, mainly within temporal arcades. 13A: FA shows leakage (white arrows) suggestive of active proliferative diabetic retinopathy. 13B: OCT scan shows intraretinal edema (short arrow), subretinal fluid (long arrow) and hard exudates (arrowhead). Central retinal thickness (CRT) measured 470 microns. Fluid is represented by dark, optically empty spaces. Patient received intravitreal injection triamcinolone and laser. 13C: Right side OCT image: Eight weeks later there was improvement in macular edema (CRT 375 microns), with minimal residual edema and a small collection of subfoveal fluid (arrow). Hyperreflective exudates can be seen on right side of the scan (arrowhead). Also note the shadow effect of hard exudate (short arrow).

Fig. 14. A 56 year old male with type 1 diabetes mellitus. OCT shows retinal edema with an intra retinal cyst (asterisk). There is a small collection of subfoveal fluid (white arrow).

2.6 OCT deformations of the retina: common causes

- Concavity (myopia).
- Convexity (RPE detachment, subretinal cysts, subretinal tumors). It is not possible to image the entire tumor due to limitations on scanning depth (maximum 2mm).
- Disappearance of foveal depression, example clinically significant macular edema.
3. Clinical applications of optical coherence tomography in vitreo-retinal disorders (Gallemore et al., 2000; Stalmans et al., 1999)

3.1 Intraretinal fluid collections

These include focal or diffuse edema, cystoid edema, cysts, microcysts and impending macular holes. OCT provides “analytical technique” serial scans which are helpful in quantifying the amount of intraretinal and or subretinal fluid.

Retinal edema Figure 14.

The primary cause of retinal thickening is edema. One of the major achievements of OCT has been quantitative assessment of this edema in terms of measuring retinal thickness and volume, evaluate progression of the pathologic process, and monitor surgical or non-surgical intervention (Kang et al., 2004; McDonald et al., 1994). Retinal edema may present in following forms, individually or in combination.

Focal or diffuse edema: Common causes of diffuse macular edema include diabetic retinopathy, central retinal venous occlusion, branch retinal venous occlusion, arterial occlusion, hypertensive retinopathy, pre-eclampsia, eclampsia, uveitis, retinitis pigmentosa and retraction of internal limiting membrane. Initially there may be no or few visible changes. OCT may show reduced reflectivity and increased retinal thickness. As the edema progresses, OCT scan reveals spongy retina.

Cystoid macular edema (CME): Figure 15

There is intraretinal fluid collection in well defined retinal spaces (outer plexiform layer). The rosette or petaloid appearance is due to anatomical layout of the outer plexiform layer and the vertical Müller fibers. Common causes of CME include diabetic retinopathy, ARMD, venous occlusions, pars planitis, Uveitis, pseudophakos, Irvine-Gass syndrome, Birdshot retinopathy and retinitis pigmentosa. OCT usually shows diffuse cystic spaces in the outer nuclear layer of central macula, and increased retinal thickness which is maximally concentric on the fovea (Mavrofrides et al., 2004).

Fig. 15. Post-operative chronic cystoid macular edema. Left (15): OCT image shows multiple; optically empty cystoid spaces (white arrows) with intact septa and subfoveal fluid (black arrow). Pre-treatment central retinal thickness measured 738 microns. Note there are no underlying shadows. Middle (15A): FA shows classical cystoid macular edema. Right (15B): She received intravitreal triamcinolone, and one year later her retinal thickness measured 339 microns with few persisting cystoid spaces (yellow arrows). The subfoveal fluid has disappeared.
Serous retinal detachment: It occurs sequel to chronic edema. The cysts loose their walls and merge together forming single or multiple pools of fluid within retinal layers (Figure 16) or between retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and the sensory retina (Villate et al., 2004).

![Fig. 16. Bilateral proliferative diabetic retinopathy in a 43 year old male. Color fundus photos have been taken during resolving vitreous hemorrhage, showing exudates and macular edema (encircled areas). 16A: FA shows prior laser marks and bilateral non-perfusion areas (white arrows). 16B: OCT scan highlighted merging of intraretinal fluid cysts (arrows) with some of the septa in the process of breaking down (between arrows) causing localized detachment of the neurosensory retina. OCT findings were much more informative than could be seen biomicroscopically.](image)

3.2 Subretinal fluid collections

Serous retinal detachment: It's classical example is central serous chorioretinopathy (CSCR). Serous fluid with or without subretinal precipitates causes elevation of the sensory retina. Biomicroscopically it resembles a transparent bubble, FA shows slow filling of the dye while OCT reveals an optically empty space with or without cells or exudates (Al-Mujaini et al., 2008). Common causes of CSCR include pregnancy (Figure 17), subretinal neovascularization, optic disc colobomas, diabetic retinopathy, venous occlusions and choroiditis.

![Fig. 17. Central serous chorioretinopathy with sub-retinal pigment epithelial fluid in a pregnant patient.](image)
Retinal pigment epithelial detachment

Fig. 18. Color fundus photos: OD: Retinal pigment epithelial detachment following PDT for ICG proved polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (box). OS: Normal for comparison. 18A: FA shows multiple hyperfluorescent spots in late phase corresponding to RPE detachments/ polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy, and a well defined stained scar (arrow) infero-temporal to the fovea. 18B: OCT reveals dome shaped RPE detachments with collection of fluid under them (arrows). Patient was treated with intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy. 18C: Same patient as in 18B. OCT image shows resolution of the pathology after anti-VEGF treatment. 18D: OCT of an another 19 year old female with idiopathic CNVM scar and Pigment epithelial detachment (black asterisk).

It occurs due to leaking serous fluid from the choriocapillaries in the sub-RPE space or collection of blood under RPE causing its separation and elevation from the Bruchs membrane. OCT scans show a classical dome-shaped detachment of the RPE with intact contour in early stages (Figure 18). Differentiating features of OCT in various types of RPE detachments facilitate the clinical diagnosis (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serous RPED</th>
<th>Inflammatory RPED</th>
<th>Hemorrhagic RPED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optically clear space with reflective choriocapillaries</td>
<td>Sub-RPE cells or precipitates like fibrin. Subdued choriocapillaries</td>
<td>Shadow effect that prevents choriocapillaries from being seen.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Differentiating features of pigment epithelial detachments. (RPED-retinal pigment epithelial detachment).

Common causes of RPE detachment include CSCR, ARMD with or without sub-retinal neovascularization, melanomas and other choroidal tumors (Hee et al., 1996).

Role of OCT in CSCR

- Presence and extent of subretinal fluid and PED.
- Quantitative monitoring of subretinal fluid.
• Differentiation between CSCR and occult CNVM.
• Localization of leakage points which usually appear as PEDs (Robertson et al., 1986; Cardillo et al., 2003).

**OCT in serous retinal detachment with RPE detachment:** (Mavrofrides et al., 2004; Ting et al., 2002). Such detachments usually follow chronic diffuse retinal pigment epitheliopathy with optically empty contents. The detached neural retina forms shallow angle with the RPE while RPE detachment itself forms steep angles. (Figure 19).

![Fig. 19. The detached neurosensory retina forms shallow angle with the RPE. 19A: RPE detachment itself forms a steeper angle.](image-url)

The RPE may be thickened and disrupted due to CNV. The small serous retinal detachments indicate that CNVM is active.

### 3.3 Epiretinal membrane (ERM) / Macular pucker (cellophane maculopathy)

Epiretinal membranes are glial proliferations on the vitreo-retinal interface. OCT does not have an impressive record of detecting ERMs; only 42% of eyes with such membranes were detected with this technique (Mavrofrides et al., 2005; Mori et al., 2004). However, other studies label OCT as an ideal instrument for detecting such membranes (Suzuki et al., 2003; Massin et al., 2000). This is due to the fact that both nerve fiber layer and epiretinal membrane are hypereflective, and the blending may sometimes make it difficult to differentiate the two. However, newer high-resolution OCT scans may show much improvement over this deficiency.

Clinical features / associations of ERMs include:
• Altered vascular architecture.
• Macular edema.
• May evolve into macular pseudoholes.
• Visual distortion and decreased vision.
• FA may show macular leakage.

Common causes of ERMs are vascular, uveitis, trauma and idiopathic. OCT scans reveal irregular retinal profile with small folds of the surface and changes in the contour of the foveal depression. Strongly adherent membranes that exert traction on the retina cause increase in retinal thickness, loss of foveal depression and retinal edema. The membrane may either elevate the retina or get itself detached from the retina. OCT enables evaluation of the density, thickness and location of such membranes. In mild cases OCT may only show increase in reflectivity along the internal retinal surface with no changes in internal limiting membrane (ILM) or intra-retinal reflectivity Figure 20).
Fig. 20. Hyporeflective ERM (white arrow) producing wrinkling of the retinal surface. There is associated vitreomacular traction (box). This patient had history of trauma with a football. Clinically it looked like a pseudohole which was confirmed by OCT.

Epiretinal membranes are best seen by OCT when there is some gap between the membrane and the inner retinal tissue. Conversely any epiretinal membrane that is tightly adherent to the retinal tissue may not be detected by OCT. Epiretinal membranes may induce schisis in the outer retinal layers, producing hyporeflective areas on OCT scanning. Such areas of schisis or edema may not be noticed by FA.

3.4 Vitreomacular traction (Figures 10, 20 and 21)

Clinical features of VMT: (Gallemore et al., 2000; Voo et al., 2004).

- Distortion of the macular contour.
- Antero-posterior and tangential tractional forces applied to the macula.
- Intraretinal edema with or without subretinal fluid.

Many cases of VMT are clinically undetectable; OCT is extremely valuable in such situations.

OCT features of VMT: Preretinal membranes may be thin or get thickened due to fibroglial proliferation and show hyperreflectivity. Such preretinal membranes correspond to detached posterior hyaloid membrane. The traction by the membrane to the retina induces deformations of the retinal surface (Figures 20 and 21).

Fig. 21. An OCT image of a 51 year old diabetic and hypertensive patient having a constant vitreo-macular traction (arrowhead) causing cystoid macular edema (arrows). 21A: Vitreomacular traction: OCT of a 63 year old male shows a band in the vitreal cavity with adhesions at multiple points along the internal retinal surface (white arrows). There is increased retinal thickness, reduced intraretinal reflectivity due to edema. Note the lifted edges of the macula around the distorted foveal zone (pseudohole-arrowhead).
3.5 OCT in rhegmatogenous detachment

The scan shows elevation of neural retina with extensive subretinal fluid. (Ip et al., 1999). It also documents the status of retinal detachment at baseline, while following up retinal anatomy after surgery.

3.6 OCT in exudative retinal detachment

- To document the presence, degree and extent of subretinal fluid (Villate et al., 2004).
- More accurate assessment of the level of retinal infiltrates and sub-RPE lesions.
- Detects macular edema in patients with chronic uveitis where hazy media may prevent clinical examination to find the cause of reduced vision (Antcliff et al., 2002; Markomichelakis et al., 2004).

3.7 Macular pseudoholes and lamellar holes

Pseudoholes occur in presence of epiretinal membranes with central defects. They overlay the fovea and may be ophthalmoscopically visible as true holes.

OCT features: (Figure 22—all features may not be displayed in a single scan).

- Homogenous increase in foveal and perifoveal retinal thickness.
- Diffuse reduction in intraretinal reflectivity due to edema.
- Increased perifoveal thickness leads to increase in apparent physiological foveal depression giving a false impression of a partial thickness macular hole, so called a pseudohole. This is a common feature with ERMs.
- In partial thickness or lamellar macular hole, OCT shows presence of residual retinal tissue at the base of the hole (above the RPE).

Macular hole: A macular hole is mostly age-related, common in females in the sixth or seventh decade. It results from centrifugal displacement of the photoreceptors from a central defect in the foveola. It should be noted that it is uncommon to have subretinal fluid in macular holes, when present, it is minimal. On the other hand macular holes are more often associated with intraretinal fluid accumulation and vitreofoveal traction (usually Gass stages 2 and 3) which give a curled-up appearance to the edges of the hole. OCT gives a sequence of documentation in ascertaining such changes in the genesis of a macular hole (Hee et al., 1995; Gaudric et al., 1999). Common causes of macular holes include idiopathic, trauma, high myopia, vascular causes (DR, venous occlusions, and hypertensive retinopathy) and subretinal neovascularization.

OCT and clinical features in macular holes: Table 4 and Figure 22 (not all features may be seen in a single scan).

- Complete absence of foveal retinal reflectivity. No residual retinal tissue.
- Thickened retinal margins around the hole with reduced intraretinal reflectivity.
- Perilesional cystoid edema, appearing as small cavities.
- Increased reflectivity of the inner retinal surface around the macular hole may represent posterior vitreous detachment (PVD—Figure 23), commonly seen as perifoveal vitreous separation which may be subclinical or not clinically visible (Roth et al., 1971; Sidd et al., 1982).
- A hyperreflective band or a spot may be seen in front of the macula, which represents foveal pseudooperculum. (Pseudooperculum means separation of vitreous from fovea).
- Confirmation of successful surgical closure (Jumper et al., 2000; Sato et al., 2003).
- In partial or unsuccessful surgeries, OCT evaluates the retinal anatomy to find reason for poor visual outcome (Hee et al., 1995; Hikichi et al., 1995).

Often biomicroscopy and FA may not be conclusive in differentiating “ERMs associated pseudomacular holes” from true macular holes. OCT readily differentiates such lesions by depicting presence or absence of retinal tissue under the holes respectively.

Fig. 22. Upper left: Fundus photo of normal right eye (for comparison). Upper right: (22A) Fundus photo of left eye showing a grayish white epiretinal membrane with a pseudohole appearance (within arrows). Lower left (22B): OCT image displaying an impending macular hole. A thin rim of intact tissue can be seen (white arrow). Lower right: (22C): OCT image of a non-responding full thickness macular hole of a long duration. See figure 1 for comparison with a normal macular-foveal retinal tissue morphology.

Fig. 23. Posterior vitreous detachments (arrows).

Stage-wise OCT features of genesis of macular holes: Gass classification; (Gass, 1995; Ip et al., 2002; Ullrich et al., 2002; Kasuga et al., 2000).
### Table 4. OCT and macular hole staging.

As a rule impending macular holes have no pseudooperculum; partial thickness macular holes with ERM do have a pseudooperculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>CLINICAL FEATURES</th>
<th>OCT FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>Foveolar detachment</td>
<td>Perifoveal separation of the posterior hyaloid. Vitreous attached to the fovea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>Foveal detachment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>Full thickness-Eccentric</td>
<td>Small, full thickness retinal defect or rupture of the roof of the pseudocyst.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>Full thickness-central</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Hole without operculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5. Features of macular hole-related attachments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudooperculum</th>
<th>Operculum</th>
<th>Weiss’ ring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Separation of vitreous from fovea.</td>
<td>Separation of roof of the pseudocyst from the foveal margin.</td>
<td>Separation of vitreous from the optic disc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.8 Retinoschisis (Figure 10)

Definition: It is the separation or splitting of the neurosensory retina into an inner (vitreous) and outer (choroidal) layer with severing of neurons and complete loss of visual function in the affected area. In typical retinoschisis the split is in the outer plexiform layer, and in reticular retinoschisis, which is less common, splitting occurs at the level of nerve fiber layer. Retinoschisis may be degenerative, myopic, juvenile or idiopathic. Presence of vitreoretinal traction is an important pathogenic factor in its initiation. In X-linked retinoschisis, OCT reveals wide hyperreflective space with vertical palisades and splitting of the retina into a thinner outer layer and thicker inner layer (Eriksson et al., 2004).

### 3.9 OCT in diabetic retinopathy (Cruz-Villegas et al., 2004; Schaudig et al., 2000)

About three decades ago FA and laser photocoagulation improved our knowledge about pathogenesis and benefits of treatment in patients with DR. Since 2002 OCT has given a tremendous boost to the understanding of DR and its complications. This non-invasive technique has revolutionized the evaluation, treatment and prognosis of DR.
3.9.1 Nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) and diabetic macular edema

Though OCT retinal thickness maps can be used to direct laser therapy, and sometimes may be better than biomicroscopy alone, one must be cautious not to proceed with laser photocoagulation in diabetic macular edema (DME) based solely on OCT findings. Ischemic retina may appear thinner on OCT. It is proper to include clinical examination and FA to guide treatment line in DR. Macular traction is an important association in DME which does not respond to laser therapy or intravitreal steroids (Pendergast et al., 2000). Such eyes have taut posterior hyaloid and show diffuse leakage on FA. OCT is very useful in recognizing this condition with following findings: Figure 24

- Diffuse cystic retinal thickening.
- Flat foveal contour.
- Thickened, hyperreflective vitreoretinal surface (Kaiser et al., 2001).

OCT enables the following analysis in DR:

- As an aid in finding the cause of visual impairment.
- Location and extent of retinal edema as a whole and within retinal layers.
- Indications and extent of photocoagulation therapy.
- Monitoring the effectiveness of laser, intravitreal or surgical therapy.

Fig. 24. Severe NPDR: Left image: Right eye of a sixty year old male with diabetic macular edema (before injection bevacizumab). Note the multiple intraretinal cystoid spaces, increasing the central retinal thickness to 648 microns. Right image (24A) belongs to same patient after intravitreal injection of bevacizumab (1.25mg) showing marked reduction in retinal edema (258 microns). Note the difference in color coded maps of retinal thickness as well. OCT has been valuable in following up this patient.
3.9.2 OCT appearance in common pathophysiologic lesions in DR

- **Cotton-wool spots**: as hyperreflective nodular or elongated lesions in nerve fiber layer, often casting a shadow on posterior layers. (Figure 4)
- **Hard exudates**: (Figures 6). Appear as hyperreflective formations in deeper retinal layers. Common causes include DR, hypertensive retinopathy, Coats disease, telangiectasias and radiation retinopathy.
- **Retinal hemorrhages**: hyperreflective scans with shadows on posterior layers.
- **Fibrous tissue**: Appears as a hyperreflective area with deformation of macular outline. (Figure 7)
- **Retinal edema**: (Figures 3, 12, 13, 14) seen in OCT scans as thickened and hyporeflective, spongy retina. The edema is located by retinal mapping and quantified through measurement of retinal thickness and volume. OCT permits better localization of edema than can be done with FA. The external plexiform layer displays the greatest amount of edema. The spongy retina detected by OCT is thought to represent altered Müller cells. Over years, microcavities merge to form pseudocysts which are depicted clearly in OCT scans (Figure 15). Fully developed CME can involve full thickness of the retina with disappearance of retinal tissue, coalescence of the cavities, subsequently leading to a true serous neurosensory retinal detachment. OCT in such eyes reveals an optically clear cavity between elevated retina and RPE (Figure 25). One of the real supremacy of OCT in the field of CME from different causes has been to monitor the effectiveness of intravitreal therapeutic drugs in terms of retinal thickness and retinal volume (Figures 5, 13, 15, 18, 24, and 25).

![Fig. 25. Postoperative endophthalmitis: FA shows petalloid cystoid macular edema. 25A: OCT image shows persistent cystoid macular edema (white arrow) with central subfoveal thickness of 530 microns and shallow neurosensory detachment (arrowhead). She was given intravitreal triamcinolone. 25B: Repeat OCT after 2 weeks showed marked reduction in macular edema (central subfoveal thickness 230 microns). Patient continued to be free of macular edema six months after intravitreal injection.](www.intechopen.com)

3.9.3 OCT and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) Figure 26

Proliferative diabetic retinopathy occurs commonly in young individuals where newly formed vessels appear at the margin of the ischemic area. Common causes of retinal neovascularization include DR, CRVO, Eale’s disease, vasculitis, pars planitis and sickle cell anemia. Uncommon causes include leukemias and multiple myelomas. The newly formed abnormal blood vessels are thin and fine and are picked up in OCT scans only when glial tissue is present with vessels.
Fig. 26. Proliferative diabetic retinopathy: Color fundus photo shows extensive hard exudates and glial tissue proliferation (arrow). 26A: OCT image of the same patient depicts partially hyperreflective round exudate (long white arrow) amidst macular edema (short arrow). Note the underlying shadow cast by overlying exudate (arrowhead). 26B Another patient with cystoid macular edema (arrow) and intraretinal exudate (arrowhead).

Bottom row: A 42 year old male diabetic patient with bilateral proliferative diabetic retinopathy. 26C: OCT image shows clinically significant macular edema (Central subfoveal thickness 619 microns). Note the optically empty cysts (arrow) do not cast any underlying shadows. 26D: FA shows ischemic retinopathy (white rectangle) with areas of non-perfusion and leaking NVE. 26E: Large intraretinal cyst (yellow arrow) with vitreo-macular traction (white arrows).

3.9.4 OCT in traction with or without retinal detachment

OCT typically shows points of traction on the retina causing its elevation (FIGURES 10, 20, 21), intraretinal fluid accumulation causing retinal thickening. (Figure 21) and Subretinal fluid collection (Figure 20). If OCT rules out traction as a cause of vision loss, macular ischemia should be a strong reason then.

4. Drusen

Drusen are round, yellowish colloidal bodies associated with Bruch’s membrane. They may be single (large single drusen also called vitelliform) or multiple (geographic), hard or soft, later variety being more damaging to the retinal pigment epithelium-photoreceptor layer.

OCT findings in drusen (Mavrofrides et al., 2004)

Highly refractive irregular, convex excrescences in the form of thickenings or deformities of the RPE-Bruch’s membrane complex (external band), leading to its irregular or undulating
outline (Figure 8). Geographic atrophy of RPE elicits increased reflectivity from underlying exposed choroid. Retinal thinning due to focal or diffuse retinal atrophy may ensue. Drusen unlike hard exudates do not cast any underlying shadows in OCT scans.

5. Age Related Macular Degeneration (ARMD)

Drusen are the earliest findings in ARMD. The disease has dry (atrophic) form in 80 percent of cases and wet (exudative) form in 20 percent of cases. OCT is particularly useful in evaluating different modes of therapies, namely photodynamic therapy (PDT), intra-vitreal anti-angiogenic therapies and surgical treatment (Giovannini et al., 1999, 2000; Rogers et al., 2002).

5.1 Dry (atrophic) ARMD

Macular region shows clusters of drusen and progressive atrophy of RPE, photoreceptors and choriocapillaries. OCT scans show reduced retinal thickness, increased RPE reflectivity due to reduced light attenuation by atrophic retinal tissue (Mavrofrides et al., 2004)

5.2 Wet (exudative) ARMD (Ting et al., 2002)

The typical components of exudative ARMD include serous elevation of RPE and neurosensory retina, hemorrhage under RPE and Subretinal hemorrhage. Figures 27, 28

Fig. 27. Age related macular degeneration with scarred CNVM (right eye) in a 62 year old male. Color fundus photo of right eye (OD) shows a large grayish elevated macular lesion with drusen infero-temporal to the macula (square). Left eye (OS) color fundus photo shows multiple drusen inferior and temporal to macula. 27A: FA shows stained scarred CNV with doubtful activity inferiorly (arrow) in right eye and stained small drusen bodies in the left eye (white square). 27B: OCT scan right eye showed minimal reflectivity (between yellow arrows). Patient was earlier treated with intravitreal ranibizumab and bevacizumab injections. The vision remained unchanged in the treated eye.
Fig. 28. Advanced age-related macular degeneration in an 89 year old male (right eye). Color fundus photo shows a large subfoveal hemorrhage (blue arrows) and a large disciform scar (yellow arrow). 28A: FA shows blocked fluorescence (white arrows) due to hemorrhage and hyperfluorescent areas (yellow arrows) defining stained fibrous tissue. 28B: OCT image shows black, optically empty area corresponding to presence of fluid (star) and hyperreflective scar (white arrow). 28C: Note the irregularity in the color maps. Patient received three injections of intravitreal bevacizumab. 28D: OCT after 8 months (April 2010): The CNVM scar remained unchanged (red arrow). Patient did not show any visual improvement. Treatment was abandoned.

5.3 OCT in ARMD Figures 27 and 28

It provides vital information about different presentations of ARMD in different stages, more common and more important being the following:

- Serous RD.
- Hemorrhagic RD.
- Retinal edema.
- Cystoid edema.
- RPE detachment.
- Neovascular membranes.
- Subretinal fibrosis.
- As an adjunct to FA/Indocyanine angiography.

Fluorescein Angiography may not be equivocal in defining intraretinal, subretinal or sub-RPE fluid; OCT scans all these components vividly and identifies location and level of such fluid, besides giving clue to the contents of the fluid (blood, serous fluid, pigment, and
fibrosis). Unlike FA, OCT yields quantitative data about retinal thickness, volume and size of the CNV.

6. Classic choroidal neovascular membranes - OCT findings (Figure 10)

Neovascular lesions appear as highly refractile, fusiform areas beneath the retina. Secondary exudation may be seen as intraretinal or subretinal fluid. Intraretinal edema may be mild or diffuse and cystic. OCT is highly sensitive in picking up even small amounts of subretinal fluid (seen as non-reflective space) between outer retina and highly refractile external band (RPE-choriocapillaries complex). No technique other than OCT can monitor the quantitative response of different methods of treatment in CNV (Giovannini et al., 1999, 2000; Rogers et al., 2002).

Occult choroidal neovascular membranes: Usually located sub-RPE and may lead to fibrovascular PED. FA shows mottled hyperfluorescence. OCT reveals PED with irregular external band and variable subretinal or intraretinal fluid.

7. Pigment epithelial detachment (PED)

Usually accompanies occult CNV lesions. Other common causes include idiopathic, CSCR (Figure 17) and ocular inflammations. Classical PEDs have continuous, highly reflective bands on both sides of the lesion. Any discontinuity favors an RPE tear or presence of an overlying inflammatory exudate, blood or fibrin which block the incident OCT beam of light.

OCT and serous PED: Figure 18 The OCT findings include a dome shaped optically clear space between RPE and choriocapillaries. Detached RPE forms a steep angle with underlying choriocapillaries. The contents of the serous cavity may be clear or contain cells or fibrin. The detachments may be single or multiple. Sometimes they may merge and form a bubble; however, this does not obstruct the view of the underlying choroid.

OCT and hemorrhagic PED: The source of blood is a neovascular membrane. The RPE detachment, like serous detachment, forms a steep angle with choriocapillaries but, unlike serous detachment, obscures the underlying choriocapillaries and all other posterior layers due to inability of OCT light beam to penetrate blood. The anterior face of the hemorrhage elicits a very high optical reflectivity.

8. RPE tears

(Gelisken et al., 2001; Pece et al., 2001; Srivastava et al., 2002). RPE tear is a serious complication of ARMD and PDT.

Common causes:

- Serous and hemorrhagic PED.
- Following laser treatment like PDT.
- Long standing sub-RPE fluid collection due to active CNV.

OCT changes in RPE tear include:
• Thickening (secondary to retraction of RPE) and folding of RPE layer.
• Blood under RPE. This may induce dense shadow on posterior layers.
• An area of irregular, thick hyperreflective outer band with intense backscattering. This area corresponds to where RPE has retracted and underlying choriocapillaries have been bared.

OCT is valuable in aiding clinical diagnoses in many other RPE lesions like hamartomas and hyperplasias (Lopez & Guerrero, 2006; Shukla et al., 2005).

9. Choroidal Neovascular Membrane (CNVM-Figure 10)

FA is invaluable in detecting both classic and occult CNV. OCT reveals CNVM as a hyperreflective area in front of or in contact with, or slightly separated from an irregular RPE. When active, OCT invariably shows retinal edema or neurosensory RD. With involuntary regression of CNVM, OCT images become less evident. In Occult CNVM the new vessels predominantly lie in sub-RPE space. Such occult neovascular membranes are difficult to identify clinically or sometimes even with FA. OCT clearly depicts an irregular, thickened, disrupted and fragmented RPE in such cases. There may be associated retinal cystoid edema and neurosensory RD opposite the membrane (Figure 10). Common causes of CNVM include exudative from of ARMD, myopia (usually with axial length of more than 26mm), idiopathic neovascularization in young patients, idiopathic polypoidal vasculopathy, retinal angiomatosis, traumatic choroidal ruptures, post-photocoagulation therapy, angiod streaks, choroiditis and histoplasmosis.

10. Idiopathic polypoidal vasculopathy (IPV) or polypoidal neovascular membranes (Figure 18)

This disorder is a variant of ARMD, found in patients aged fifty years and above (Yannuzzi et al., 1997). FA / ICG reveals dilated choroidal vessels with ectasias or aneurysms, often in clusters. There may be associated serous or hemorrhagic detachment of the retina and RPE.

It may masquerade as CSCR. ICG differentiates the two conditions (Yannuzzi et al., 2000).

Laser treatment yields good results. OCT shows cup-shaped elevation of RPE and serous (no underlying shadow) or hemorrhagic (with shadow effect) detachments of the retina and or RPE.

11. Retinal angiomaticus proliferans

Clinical features:
• Intraretinal neovascularization.
• Intraretinal hemorrhage with or without PED.
• Cystic retinal edema.

OCT features:
• Intraretinal cystic edema.
• PED.
- Hyperreflective intraretinal neovascular complex (Yannuzzi et al., 2001; Zacks & Johnson, 2004).
- Serous subretinal or sub-RPE fluid.

12. Idiopathic juxtafoveal retinal telangiectasia

Clinical features:
- Common retinal vascular disorder affecting young to middle aged males.
- Telangiectatic vessels have predilection for temporal macula.
- Macular edema as reason for reduced vision.
- Telangiectasis appears often in small, right angled venular groups which are seen better in high magnification.
- FA shows leakage mostly temporal to the macula.
- OCT shows normal foveal contour and horizontally oriented oblong, small, inner retinal cysts.

13. Disciform scars / subretinal fibrosis (Figure 7, 28, 29)

Scars develop as a sequel to regression of subretinal hemorrhages and prolonged retinal edema. They are composed of fibrovascular tissue and hyperplastic RPE. There usual location being between altered Bruch’s membrane and the retina which is often elevated. They may mask the end stage of untreated CNVMs. On FA the scars may appear as areas of hyperfluorescence with late staining. This may be confused with persisting leakage from a CNVM lesion. The decision whether or not to re-treat such a lesion with PDT is facilitated by OCT imaging. In dry variety (common) there is pronounced destruction of almost all retinal layers, while in rarer exudative variant there may be serous or hemorrhagic exudation from leaking CNVM, causing retinal elevation. OCT findings include an area of nodular hyperreflectivity with deformation or irregularity of adjacent retina and RPE. In exudative type, OCT scans show diffuse or cystoid retinal edema and RPE detachments. Absence of intraretinal thickening or subretinal fluid usually indicates non-active CNV complex within the scar tissue complex. OCT greatly facilitates differentiation between active CNV complexes from subretinal fibrosis. Occasionally chronic end-stage, burnt out CNV may be associated with overlying intra-retinal cysts-this could be an associated chronic inflammation rather an active CNV.

14. Post-therapeutic assessment by OCT (Figures 5, 13, 15, 18, 24, 25)

OCT provides an accurate outcome of the effect of pharmacological or surgical interventions like PDT, transpupillary thermotherapy, vitreoretinal surgery, anti-VEGF therapy, intravitreal steroid therapy and therapeutic Intravitreal implants (Rogers et al., 2002).

15. Retinal venous occlusions: Figure 5

In Branch retinal venous occlusion, technician should be asked to arrange vertical scan through the foveal center. This shows classical vertical disparity between normal retina and thick cystic retina.
Fig. 29. A 15 year old male patient with Best disease. Color fundus photo shows central fibrosis following resolved CNVM with RPE hyperplasia. 29A: OCT right eye shows hyperreflective scar (white arrow) within markedly elevated macula with subretinal fluid (yellow arrow). 29B: OCT left eye shows a hyperreflective dome shaped lesion (white arrow) which was clinically compatible with a circumscribed scrambled egg lesion. Note the absence of subretinal fluid in left eye. 29C: (another patient): CNVM after LASIK: OCT image of a 31 year old female who developed CNVM after LASIK procedure. OCT shows a post-CNVM hyperreflective macular scar (white arrow) following three PDT therapies and intravitreal bevacizumab.

OCT findings:

- Diffuse intraretinal cystic collections causing retinal thickening. Such cysts are evenly distributed throughout the macula (Ip et al., 2003; Lerche et al., 2001; Sekiryu et al., 2000).
- Subretinal fluid.

There are certain rarer conditions that show significant intraretinal cystic spaces in OCT scans, but do not leak on FA. These include X-linked juvenile retinoschisis, Goldman-Favre-vitreoretinal degeneration, nicotinic acid maculopathy, docetaxel (anti-neoplastic drug) toxicity and few variants of vitreomacular traction (Spinn et al., 2003; Teitelbaum & Tresley 2003).
16. Optic disc pits

Recently it has been proposed that fluid from the vitrous enters through the pit and then traverses between the inner and outer layers of the retina producing a retinal schisis. OCT has confirmed such an inner retinal schisis preceding the outer retinal layer detachment (Krivoy et al., 1996; Lincoff & Kreissig, 1998). It was found from OCT scans that the RNFL thickness is reduced in the quadrant corresponding to the optic nerve pit (Myer et al., 2003).

17. Retinitis pigmentosa

OCT displays the associations of this disease like epiretinal membrane and cystoid macular edema. (Figure 2) The outer nuclear layer thickness may appear normal in the foveal region, but becomes abnormally thin in the macular periphery. UHR-OCT may show progressive thinning of the outer and inner segments of the photoreceptors outside of the foveal region (Ko et al., 2005).

18. OCT in rarer posterior segment lesions

Melanomas: OCT does not detect the internal characteristics of melanocytic tumors (Espinoza et al., 2004). It identifies the associated features like subretinal fluid (Muscat et al., 2004), intraretinal cystic changes and schisis-like splitting of the overlying neurosensory retina.

Choroidal osteomas: OCT is not of much help in assisting the diagnosis, however, may help in confirming associated clinical features like overlying CNV, subretinal fluid, retinal edema or thinning and attenuation of the overlying RPE. Osteomas induce partial shadowing of the choroids (Fukasawa & Lijima, 2002).

19. Optical coherence tomography and its applications in glaucoma

The RNFL represents a highly reflective band whose anterior limit begins at the vitreo-retinal interface, and the posterior limit is detected on the basis of signal thresholding. OCT provides both qualitative and quantitative information regarding the optic nerve and the RNFL. The images in this chapter are based on Cirrus 3D HD domain, therefore, may differ from older versions of the OCT. The measurement of the RNFL thickness marks one of the most important applications of OCT in the field of ophthalmology. The authenticity of pathological specificity of OCT RNFL measurements correlates with histological measurements in primate and human studies, and this has been correlated with visual field changes as well (Chen et al., 2006). An OCT RNFL report generated by Cirrus-3D HD OCT in a normal person reads as following: Figure 30.

Section 1 and 1A: RNFL thickness maps for right eye and left eye respectively. The maps report thickness using GDx (glaucoma diagnostics) color pattern, where warm colors (reds, yellows) represent thicker areas and cool colors (blues and greens) represent thinner areas.

Section 2 and 2A: RNFL thickness deviation maps for right and left eyes respectively. These maps report statistical comparison against normal thickness range, overlaid on the fundus OCT image. These maps apply only yellow and red colors. The green color is not applied because it may obscure the anatomical details in the underlying OCT fundus image, as most
of the superpixels would be green for normal patients. Any region that is not red or yellow means it falls within normal limits. One can have a gross clue of the cup-disc ratio and position of the vessels in the cup.

Fig. 30. See text.
Section 3: Displays average RNFL thickness along the whole calculation circle (squares in the print out, as well as quadrant and clock hour measurements). These measures are represented in pseudocolor (means these colors are not same as the RNFL in vivo) coded programs by comparing the measured RNFL thickness to age-matched data in the normative database of the OCT machine. Green and white colors indicate normal RNFLT (white color means thickest). Note that red color in the map (section 1) denotes more thickness of the RNFL contrary to red color of boxes or quadrants or clock hours in section 2 where red indicates reduced average thickness of the RNFL.

Sections 4: The RNFL normative database uses a white-green-yellow-red color code to indicate the normal distribution percentiles. The color code applies to the quadrant, clock hour, graphs, and to the right (OD) and left (OS) columns. The percentiles apply as follows (among same-age individuals in the normal population):

Red represents thinnest 1% of measurements and is considered outside normal limits.
Yellow represents thinnest 5% of measurements and is considered suspect.
Green represents 90% of measurements and is considered normal.
White area represents thickest 5% of all measurements.

Note: Ophthalmologists must exercise clinical judgment while interpreting the normative data because one out of twenty normal eyes (5%) will fall below green.

Section 5: Symmetry: Indicates the extent of symmetry of distribution of RNFL thickness in TSNIT (temporal-superior-nasal-inferior-temporal) quadrants between two eyes. The symmetry parameter is a correlation coefficient, converted to a percentage and does not have much applicability in patient management. One can ignore this parameter in clinical decisions.

Section 6: RNFL-TSNIT thickness graph: OU (Both eyes): This section plots RNFL thickness in Y axis (vertical) and retinal quadrants in X axis (horizontal). This normally has a “double hump” appearance owing to the thicker RNFL measurements in the superior and inferior quadrants compared with the nasal and temporal quadrants. This profile shows right and left eye RNFL thickness together, to enable comparison of symmetry in specific regions.

Section 7 and 7A: Separate RNFL-TSNIT normative data graph for right and left eyes respectively. The graph is superimposed against the color codes. If the graph dips into red color in any quadrant, the RNFL thickness in that quadrant is not normal (Figure 31 section 7 and 7A)

Section 8 (OD) and 8A (OS): Extracted RNFL tomograms. Display the reflectivity of the RNFL. Not of much clinical significance in taking clinical decisions. Some models of OCT can display optic disc modules including parameters like cup-disc ratio (vertical and horizontal), neuroretinal rim area, disk area, cup area, cup volume, rim volume etc.

An OCT RNFL report generated by Cirrus-3D HD OCT in a patient with glaucoma is interpreted as following: Figure 31.
Fig. 31. Section 1: Note absence of red color code compared to normal OCT. This indicates thinning of RNFL. Section 2: There is a pink-red brush paint appearance (absent in normal OCT). This again indicates wedge shaped NFL defect. Section 3: The average RNFL thickness in the right (OD) eye is represented in red square, which indicates abnormal (reduced) NFL thickness (red denotes values ≤ 1% of what would be expected when compared with a reference population of the same age as the patient while the average RNFL thickness in the left (OS) eye is represented in yellow square, indicating a value which is borderline or suspect, or a subclinical involvement, or a normal variant (such patients need regular follow up). Section 4: Same interpretation as for normal scan. Section 5: An abnormal symmetry (red square) of RNFLT between two eyes. Note that symmetry square in normal OCT scan is green and healthy. Section 6: Absence of double-hump due to
marked thinning and asymmetry of NFLT between two eyes. Section 7: Note the significant
dipping of graph into red zone in both eyes (black arrows). This happens when there is
advanced atrophy of nerve fibers (in this case due to glaucoma). Another important cause
could be MS. Section 8: same interpretation as in normal OCT.

20. OCT in systemic diseases

The application of OCT has gone beyond the borders of ophthalmology. Ocular
manifestations of systemic diseases are widely accepted as important clues to the diagnosis,
treatment and follow up of such disorders. OCT has added a new dimension in this field.
Few examples from hematological and neurological disorders have been cited in this
chapter, but the list is much more (Figure 32).

![Fig. 32. OCT in systemic disease: A 45 year old male with acute lymphoid leukemia (ALL)
complained of reduced vision (6/60) in right eye. His associated ocular co-morbidity
included cytomegalovirus retinitis in right eye. Figure 32: Fundus photo in June 2011
revealed paramacular ring shaped retinal opacification, with hemorrhages, which were
attributed to leukemic cell infiltration and possible CMV retinitis. 32A: normal left eye for
comparison. Patient received chemotherapy. 32B: After 5 weeks, fundus examination
revealed marked resolution of retinal opacification, replaced by scarring. 32C: OCT in July
2011 showed marked retinal atrophy and a hyperreflective scar (between arrows-central
subfield thickness 38 microns). Compare it to the normal retinal thickness nasal (right side
of the scan) to the fovea.]

OCT in multiple sclerosis (MS): The first study to report ocular OCT findings in MS
patients was published by Parisi et al in 1999. Both academic and industrial scientists have
been quick to realize the potential utility of OCT as a surrogate marker of axonal integrity in
MS. As a result OCT research in MS has grown exponentially in recent years and it has become an undisputed corroborator into the design of ongoing clinical trials. The disability level in MS is best correlated with axonal damage, but axonal damage is poorly appreciated on MRI. The RNFL is composed primarily of unmyelinated axons that originate from the ganglion cells. In addition to providing an indication of axonal integrity through measurement of RNFL thickness, OCT provides evaluation of the outer macula which is felt to provide an estimate of neuronal integrity within the retina (Burkholder et al., 2009; Moura et al., 2007). OCT measurement of RNFL thickness reflects axonal integrity, while its measurement of total macular volume reflects retinal neuronal integrity. MRI does not provide insight into the process of subclinical optic neuropathy or the subsequent neurodegenerative sequelae that ensue in the retina as a result of optic neuropathy. Studies found that the thickness of RNFL was reduced in patients with MS, and it correlated with visual evoked potential P100 amplitude (a reflection of axonal integrity) than with P100 latency (a reflection of myelin integrity), supporting the notion that RNFL thinning in MS is attributed to axonal degeneration and this, in turn reflects the degree of brain atrophy (Gordon-Lipkin et al., 2007). OCT imaging following acute inflammatory optic neuritis has shown that approximately 75% of patients ultimately sustain 10-40 micron reduction in RNFL thickness in the affected eye within 3-6 months, indicating significant and rapid axonal degeneration secondary to demyelination. OCT has documented that RNFL thickness threshold of 75 microns, below which there is a reduction in visual function. This observation has been confirmed with automated perimetry testing (Costello et al., 2006).

Based on the correlating findings of OCT, it appears that individuals with progressive MS variants suffer greater RNFL thinning than those with relapsing-remitting variants (Pulicken et al., 2007). Pathological specificity of OCT RNFL measurements correlates with histological measurements in primate and human studies and yields good structure-function correlation between RNFL thickness and low-contrast visual acuity (Fisher et al., 2006; Pulicken et al., 2007).

21. Aberrant variations of OCT scan

It may be due to retinal edema, denser media opacities and ERMs which may be located at a very short distance from the retinal surface. Such measurements complicate the interpretation and may not correspond to the reality. New versions of OCT may perform better in such situations.

22. OCT in anterior segment imaging (Console et al., 2008; Devereux et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011)

Anterior segment imaging is a rapidly advancing concept in ophthalmology. New technologies offering non-contact cross-sectional imaging of the cornea and the anterior segment are now commercially available. These new modalities, based on rotating Scheimpflug imaging and anterior segment OCT; supplement the already established imaging techniques like slit corneal topography and ultrasound biomicroscopy. One of such applications of anterior segment OCT is commercially available as Visante OCT. It uses the physical principle of low-coherence interferometry to generate images of the anterior segment. Anterior segment OCT uses a longer wavelength (1310nm) that permits deeper
penetration through the highly reflective tissues of the sclera and is minimally affected by corneal opacifications. The system provides anterior segment images up to 6mm in depth and 16mm in width. Therefore, this technology permits morphological and morphometric plus qualitative and quantitative analysis of the anterior segment. (Fishman GR et al., 2005; Li H et al., 2007). One of the most valuable advantages of anterior segment OCT is its ability to produce a reliable representation of anterior chamber structures in presence of total loss of corneal transparency.

OCT is used in evaluating the anterior segment of the eye e.g. cornea, iris, anterior chamber and the central portion of the lens. It analyses the anterior chamber angle in patients with different angle configurations, particularly when gonioscopy is not possible due to different prevailing circumstances (Landoy-Kalev et al., 2007). This technique appears to be a promising tool in assessment of the anterior chamber angle configuration in various angle closure glaucomas as well as in glaucoma suspects, and those with ocular hypertension (Radhakrishan et al., 2007). OCT depicts changes induced by laser iridiotomies, and can be used as a rapid screening tool for detection of occludable angles.

Visante OCT was approved by FDA in 2005 as a non-contact, high resolution tomographic and biomicroscopic device for in-vivo imaging and measurement of ocular structures in the anterior segment such as corneal and LASIK flap thickness. Fourier-domain OCT and Visante OCT (time-domain) have been studied in assessing corneal and trabecular-iris angle disorders, central corneal thickness, trabecular-iris angle, and angle-opening distance (Pekmezci et al., 2009; Wylegala et al., 2009). OCT devices with biomicroscopy provide images of the scleral spur, ciliary body, ciliary sulcus, anterior chamber depth, and even canal of Schlemm in some eyes. Such anatomical landmarks help in phakic intra-ocular lens implantation (Konstantopoulos et al., 2007). Though OCT has been utilized for imaging of trabeculectomy blebs (Singh et al., 2007), capsular block syndrome (Lau et al., 2007), residual Descemet’s membrane after Descemet’s stripping endothelial keratoplasty (Kymionis et al., 2007), as well as visualization of aqueous shunt position and patency (Sarodia et al., 2007), there is currently inadequate evidence to support its application in these indications. Anterior-segment OCT has imaged small hypopigmented tumors with complete penetration, however, cysts behind iris pigment epithelium, highly pigmented tumors, large tumors, and ciliary body could not be penetrated completely. In these situations, ultrasound biomicroscopy was undoubtedly superior to the OCT (Pavlin et al., 2009).

23. Future strategy

Adaptive optics in combination with SD-OCT is going to be a new high-definition, three-dimensional retinal microstructural imaging technology in coming years. OCT derived pachymetry to capture focal thinning in keratoconus is being developed. Coming up are OCT-guided femtosecond laser capsulotomies in cataract surgeries where accuracy of the capsulotomy size, shape, and centration has been quantified in porcine and human eyes (Freidman et al., 2011).

24. OCT in artificial vision

This innovation provides qualitative and quantitative information about the retina-implant interface. It enables to follow epiretinal implants anatomically in both animal models and human patients (Panzan et al, 2004).
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